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Google sheets countif

I have a column like this: What device do you use?iPad Kindle &amp; iPad No Tablet iPad iPad &amp; Windows How do I count the amount of people I've said iPad? Google SheetsCOUNTIF is one of the easiest features to learn and the easiest to use. It's time to gain some knowledge about
howCOUNTIF is used in GOOGLE Sheets and learn why this feature becomes a true Google Sheets companion. What is the COUNTIF function in Google Sheets? The syntax for the COUNTIF syntax function and its arguments in Google Sheets is: =COUNTIF (range, basis) range - the range of cells
that count a specific value. Required. Criteria or search criteria - The value that searches for and counts the data range indicated by the first argument. Required. COUNTIF may seem very simple and doesn't count as a function (the intended word match), but in reality the possibilities are quite impressive.
That search criteria alone is enough to get such a description. It means that you decide to look for not only specific values, but also possible that meet certain criteria. It's time to try to build a formula together. A Google Sheets COUNTIF (exact match) company with text and numbers sells different types of
chocolate in multiple consumer regions and works with many clients. How to view sales data in Google Sheets: Start with the basics. You need to count the number of milk chocolate sales. Place the cursor over the cell where you want to get the result, and enter the equality (=). Google Sheets
understands that you enter formulas immediately. If you type the letter C, you will be asked to select a function that starts with this character. Select Count. The first argument of COUNTIF is expressed in the following range: By the way, there is no need to manually enter the range - mouse selection is
enough. Then enter a comma (,) and specify a second argument (search criteria). The second argument is the value to search for in the selected range. In our case, it's going to be text - milk chocolate. Remember that this function ends with the closing parentheses and press ENTER. Also, if you want to
use text values, remember to enter double quotation marks (). Our final formula looks like: =COUNTIF(D6:D16, Milk Chocolate) As a result, we get three sales of this type of chocolate. Note. The COUNTIF function works in a single cell or adjacent column. This means that you cannot specify several cells
or columns and rows. See the example below. Wrong formula: =COUNTIF(C6:C16, D6:D16, milk chocolate) =COUNTIF(D6, D8, D10, D12, D14, milk chocolate) Correct usage: =COUNTIF(C6:D16, milk=COUNTIF (D6, milk chocolate) + COUNTIF (D10, milk chocolate) + COUNTIF (D12, milk chocolate) +
COUNTIF (D12, milk chocolate) + COUNTIF (D14, milk chocolate) You may have noticed that setting a search criterion in the formula is not really convenient - You need to edit it every time. A better decision would be to write down a condition in another Google spreadsheet cell and refer to that cell in a
formula. Let's use countif cell references to count the number of sales generated in the West area. Get the following formula: The =COUNTIF(C6:C16,A3) function uses the content of A3 (text value West) for calculations. As you can see, it's now much easier to edit formulas and their search criteria. Of
course, you can do the same with numbers. You can count the number of occurrences of number 125 by indicating the number itself as a second argument or replacing it with a cell reference: =COUNTIF(E7:E17,A3) It is important that you can count the COUNTIF function in Google Sheets as well as
part of the wildcard character (match) COUNTIF. To do this, use wildcard characters. For example, to count sales for a specific region, you can use only part of its name. The question mark (?) is replaced by a character. Look for a four-letter word that ends with est that contains a space. Use the following
COUNTIF expression in B3: =COUNTIF(C7:C17,A3) As we already know, expressions can easily take the following form: =COUNTIF(C7:C17,?est) and we can see sales of 5 in the western region. Next, let's use the B4 cell for another expression: =COUNTIF(C7:C17,A4) and then the condition ?a4 st.
This means that now we look for a four-letter word ending in st. In this case, two regions (West and East) meet our criteria, so we will see nine sales: similarly, you can count the number of sales of goods using an asterisk (*). This symbol replaces not only one, but any number of characters: * The
chocolate criterion counts all products ending in chocolate. The chocolate* criterion counts all products starting with chocolate. And as you can imagine, if you type *chocolate*, you will look for all the goods that contain the word chocolate. Note. If you need to count the number of words that contain an
asterisk (*) and a question mark (?), use the tilde symbol (~) before that character. In this case, COUNTIF treats the character as a simple sign rather than searching for it. For example? When searching for values that contain : =COUNTIF(D7:D15,*~?) COUNTIF Google Sheets can count values less than
the COUNTIF function. To that end, weMathematical operators: =, &gt;, =&lt;, =&gt; &lt;=,&gt;&lt;/=,&gt; &gt; &lt;&gt; See the following table to see how they work: Examples of conditional expressions The number is greater than the number of cells who have a value of =COUNTIF(F9:F19,&gt;100) that
count cells greater than 100. This number is =COUNTIF(F9:F19, &lt;100) count=cells=where=values=are=less=than= 100.= the= number=equals= to=COUNTIF(F9:F1) 9,=100) count= cells= where= values= equal= to= 100.= the= number= is= not= equal= to=&gt;&lt;/100)&gt; &lt;&gt; &lt;&gt; 100) Is less
than the number of cells that have a value of not 100. This number is more than or equal to the number of cells with a value of =COUNTIF(F9:F19,&gt;=100) and a value of 100 or more. This number is =COUNTIF(F9:F19)=&amp;A4)&lt;=100) count= cells= where= values= are= less= than= or= equal= to=
100.= note.= it's= very= important= to= envelope= the= mathematical=ator=along= with= a= number= in= the= double= quotes.= if= you= want= to= change= the= criteria= without= altering= the= formula, = you= can= reference= the= cells= as= well.= let= us= reference= a3= and= put= the= formula= in=
b3,= just= as= we= did= before:=COUNTIF(F9:F19,A3) to= create= more= sophicated= criteria,= use= an= ampersand= (&amp;).= for= example, = b4= contains= a= formula= which= counts= the= number= of= values= greater= than= or= equal= to= 100= in= the= e9:e19=
range:=COUNTIF(E9:E19,&gt;B5), but also refers to arithmetic operators as well as numbers in cells. This makes it even easier to adapt the COUNTIF expression as needed: =COUNTIF(E9:E19,A6&amp;A5) Google Sheets COUNTIF If you use multiple conditions, you must count the number of values
that respond to at least one of the above conditions (OR logic) or multiple conditions (AND logic). Based on that, you can use a small number of COUNTIF functions in one cell at a time, or you can use an alternative COUNTIFS function. Counting in Google Sheets with multiple criteria - AND logic The
only method we recommend using here is a special function designed to count by multiple criteria criteria_range2 criteria_range1. Typically used when two ranges have values that meet some condition, or when you need to get a number that is contained between a specific range of numbers. Count total
sales between 200 and 400:=COUNTIFS(F8:F18, &gt;=200, F8:F18 &lt;=400) Count in Google Sheets with multiple criteria – OR logic When only one of all criteria is enghou, you'd better use Example 1. COUNTIF + COUNTIF Let's count the number of sales of black and white chocolate. To do that, enter
the following formula in B4: =COUNTIF(D7:D17,*Milk*) + COUNTIF(D7:D17,*Dark*) Tip. I use asterisk (*) to exercise that's words dark and milk will be counted no matter where they are in the cell – at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. Tip. You can always introduce cell references to your
formulas. See how it lookes on the screenshot below in B3, the result remains the same: Now, I am going to count count= in= google= sheets= with= multiple= criteria= –= or= logic= when= only= one= of all= criteria= is= ehegh, = you'd= better= use= sever al= countif= functions.= example= 1.= countif=
+= countif= let's= count= the= number= of= sales= of= black= and = white= chocolate.= to= do= that, = enter= the= following= formula= in= b4:=COUNTIF(D7:D17,*Milk*) += countif(d7:d17,*dark*) = tip.= i= use= asterisk= (*) = to= exercise= that= the= words= dark= and= mil k= will= be= counted= no=
matter= where= they= are= in= the= cell= –= at= the= beginning, = in= the= middle, = or= at= the= end.= tip.= you= can= always= intoce= cell= references= your= formulas.= see= how= it= looks= on= the= screenshot= below= in= b3,= the= result= remains= the= same:= now,= i= am= going= to=



count=&gt;&lt;/=400) Count in Google Sheets with multiple criteria – OR logic When only one of all criteria is enough, you’d better use several COUNTIF functions. Example 1. COUNTIF + COUNTIF Let's count the number of sales of black and white chocolate. To do that, enter the following formula in B4:
=COUNTIF(D7:D17,*Milk*) + COUNTIF(D7:D17,*Dark*) Tip. I use asterisk (*) to ensure that the words dark and milk will be counted no matter where they are in the cell – at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. Tip. You can always introduce cell references to your formulas. See how it looks on the
screenshot below in B3, the result remains the same: Now, I am going to count &gt; &lt;/=100)&gt; &lt;/,&gt; &lt;/,&gt; Total sales from 200 to 400: Take a total of less than 400 and deduct less than 200 total sales using the following formula: =C0UNTIF (F7:F17,&lt;=400) - If you refer to A3 and A4 that
contain countif (F7:F17,&lt;=200) criteria, the formula is a little easier: =COUNTIF(F7:F17, A4) - COUNTIF(F7:F17, A3) The A3 cell is based on &lt;=200 and is A4 - &lt;=400. Use both B3 and B4 formulas to ensure that the results do not change – 3 sales in the required range. You can also count the
number of blank or non-blank cells in some ranges with the help of Google Sheets COUNTIF for COUNTIF blank cells and non-blank cells. You sell a product successfully and mark it as paid. If the customer declines the product, write zero (0) in the cell. If no deal is reached, the cell remains empty. To
count non-blank cells by any value, use the following values &lt;&gt;: The COUNTIF formula should be: =COUNTIF(F7:F15,) or =COUNTIF(F7:F15,A4) The number of cells with text values is counted as follows: We see four closed transactions, three of which have been paid, five of which have no
markings yet and are not closed as a result. COUNTIF and conditional formatting There is one interesting opportunity offered by Google Sheets - change the format of the cell (for example, color) depending on some conditions. For example, you can highlight values that appear in green. The COUNTIF
function can also play a small role here. Select the range of cells to format in some special way. Click Format -&gt; Conditional Format. In Format Cells in the following cases. In the drop-down list, custom expression selects the last option, and in the field displayed, type the following formula:
=COUNTIF($B$10:$B$39,B10)/COUNTIF($B $B $10:$B$39)&gt;A condition is responded to when a value of B10 is displayed in B10:B39 above 0.40%. If cell values appear more often than 25% of cases and more often than 15%: =COUNTIF($B$10:$B$39,B10)/COUNTIF($B$10:$B $39)) &gt;0 .25
=COUNTIF($B$10:$B$39,B10)/COUNTIF($B$10:$B$39,*)&gt;0.15 If the first criteria are pre-checked and met, the rest will not apply. That's why it's better to start with the most unique value that moves to the most common value. If the value of the cell does not meet the criteria, the format remains intact.
We can see that the color of the cells is changing according to our standards. To be sure, we also used the COUNTIF function to count the frequency of values in C3:C6. The result confirms that countif for the formatting rule was applied correctly. AllThe function example clearly understands how Google
Sheets COUNTIF provides multiple opportunities to work with data in the most efficient way. How.
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